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ABSTRACT

The development of a new control software package for
Pakistan Research Reactor-2 is presented. The software
operates in different modes which comprise of surveil
lance, pre-operational self tests, operator, supervisor and
robotic control. The control logic critically damps the
system minimizing power overshoots. The software,
handles multiple

abnormal

conditions,

provides an

elaborate access control and maintains startup/shutdown
record. The report describes the functional details and
covers the operational aspects of the new control
software.
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INTRODUCTION

The control of physical systems with a digital computer is becoming more
and more common. Among the advantages of digital logic for control are the in
creased flexibility and the decision making capabilities

which can be shared with

the control function to meet other system requirements. Advances in microcomputer
technology have resulted in the control system that can be safely used where high
reliability and accuracy are of premium importance.

A computer and associated

software have therefore become inseparable parts of the modern reactor control
system. Beside controlling the reactor, computer can perform other tasks such as
status monitoring, logging reactor data, indication of abnormal conditions, system
testing and real time and off-line calculations of important reactor parameters.
Low power and inherent safety in the nuclear design of PARR-2 permit a
simplified control logic. Two independent systems, one conventional and other com
puter controlled, have been provided for this purpose.

Based on the experience

gained in operating the reactor for last few years a need was felt to improve the
vendor supplied control software and to include additional features. The project of
development of a new control software was therefore initiated and a versatile code
was developed. In this control software, different operating modes have been intro
duced and an elaborate access control and privilege oriented procedure has been
adopted. Features like system testing and startup/shutdown documentation are also
included. The report

covers the design of the new control software and w i l l serve

as the software user's guide.

2.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Pakistan Research Rjactor-2 (PARR-2) is a 30kW tank-in-pool type

The under-moderated core design,

small excess reactivity,

large prompt

reactor.
neutron

lifetimes and natural convection cooling impart inherent safety in its design. These
inherent characteristics limit the reactor power t o 87 kW when all of its excess
reactivity is released in an uncontrolled manner. To control the reactor one cad
mium -control rod is provided at the core centre. Two independent control systems,
one conventional and other computer controlled, are provided. These systems are
connected with two independent

fission chambers located in the radial beryllium

reflector. The general specifications of PARR-2 [1,2] are shown in Appendix-I.
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SYSTEM HARDWARE
Because of inherent safety in the nuclear design of the reactor its control

system is monitoring

oriented and no protection device is included. The control

system is centered around an IBM compatible personal computer. Flux, temperature
and position sensors are installed at different location in the reactor assembly. The
system comprises cf a PC, Analog-Digital-Analog (A-D-A) card, control interface,
control rod drive mechanism. Flux, control rod position and temperature detectors.
The block diagram of the system is shown in Fig.1. Following subsections briefly
cover the details of control system hardware.

3.1

Control Computer
An Intel 80286 microprocessor based IBM PC-AT compatible computer forms

the heart of the control system. The 80286 supports several very powerful

data

types, such as strings, BCD and floating point formats. Its design alsp supports e f f i 
cient addressing of complex data structures such as static/dynamic arrays, records
and arrays within records.

The memory architecture of 80286 supports

modular

programming techniques which enables the programmer to divide memory into seg
ments which results in shorter code and efficient implementations of sophisticated
memory

management.

coprocessor.

The computer

is also

installed

with

80287

mathematics

The mathematics coprocessor works in parallel with the host 80286

microprocessor. The instruction set of 80287 includes many powerful floating point
operations. When 80286 encounters a floating instruction, i t sends the necessary op
code and memory oprand addresses to the 80287. This frees the 80286 to execute
the next instruction while the 80287 simultaneously performs the numeric calcula
tions.
The general specifications of the computer and its peripherals are shown in
Appendix-ll.

3.2

Analog-Digital-Analog Converter
Inorder to establish data communication between the computer and the sys

tem an Analog-Digital-Analog (A-D-A) converter is installed in the PC. The A - D - A
card has 4 D-A and 16 A-f) channels with a resolution of 12 bits. The card has
fast conversion speed for both D-A and A-D conversions and a high degree of ac-
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curacy. The card can be operated in differential or single ended modes. When the
card is operated in differential mode, only 8 channels can be selected for A-D
operations. The card is equipped with a sample-and-hold amplifier.
To provide any control instruction to the system, a digital value is sent to
the port address by the control software. This appears as voltage signal at the D-A
channel on which the system responds.
Data is

acquired from the system by selecting an A-D channel. After the

sampling time the input signal is converted to digital data by sending a byte. The
operation of A D for acquiring reactor data is shown in Fig.2.
The general specifications of A-D-A cards are shown in Appendix-ll.
&3

Control Interface
Control interface carries all the reactor instrumentation on single card. It is

installed in a standard 19" NIM BIN.

The interface carries an auto-ranging

microcurrent amplifier which amplifies the signals emitted by the fission chamber.
It amplifies and conditions all the signals from thermocouples, position sensors and
radiation monitors and feeds them to A-D converter. Also it receives signals from
D-A converter and accordingly controls the control rod drive mechanism for control
rod movement.
3.4

Control Rod Drive Mechanism
The control rod drive mechanism is mounted on the reactor top plate. The

control rod is suspended in the reactor core with a single turn, drum type
mechanism. The drum is driven by a bi-directionai synchronous motor. Magnetic
clutch provides a safe mean for transmitting motor power to the gearing arrange
ment of the drive mechanism. Mechanical stops limits the movement of control rod.
Microswitches are installed to sense the extreme positions of control rod. The
schematic diagram of control rod drive mechanism is shown in Fig.3.

3
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Sensing Devices
To sense neutron flux, control rod position, temperature and water quality,

sensors are installed at various locations in the reactor assembly as shown in Fig.4.
Following sections briefly describes these devices.
3L5.1

Fission Chamber
Inorder to detect neutron flux,

radial beryllium reflector.

two fission chambers are installed in the

These fission chambers are of

miniature type w i t h a

diameter of about 5mm. One of these fission chamber is connected with the com
puter controlled system. The operating voltage of these chambers is 135V.
3JSJZ Control Rod Position
The position of control rod is transmitted to the computer with the help of
a ten turn potentiometer installed in the drive mechanism. An autosyn emitter is
also installed in the mechanism which indicates control rod position on the control
console.

3.5.3

Temperature

To measure the temperature difference across the core,

two 3mm diameter

NiCr-NiAl thermocouples are used. The temperature to millivolt relationship for the
inlet and outlet thermocouple are the following :

Inlet Thermocouple
Temp (°C)

Voltage (mV)

Outlet Thermocouple
Temp (°C)

Voltage (mV)

25

1.0035

45

1.8285

30

1.20C

50

2.0375

35

1.412

55

2.2429

40

1.618

60

2.4483

The voltage signal from the thermocouples are amplified 1000 times before it
is transmitted to the A-D-A card.

A

Piatinium resistance temperature detector (RTD) is installed outside the reac
tor vessel to measure pool water temperature.
3JS.4 Water Quality
To monitor the quality of demineralized water in the reactor vessel and pool,
two conductivity cells are installed. The current conducted through these cells is
amplifieo, sampled and transmitted to A-O-A card. The conductivity measurement
range of these cells is 0.1 u cm to to u cm. The signals from these cells is also
used to provide low water level indications.
3w5w5 Gamma Radiation
To monitor gamma radiations on reactor top, a GM tube based monitoring
channel is installed. The GM tube is installed on reactor top plate near the control
rod drive mechanism. The probe detects change in gamma field because of varia
tions in reactor power, vessel water level, concentration of Ar-41, etc. in reactor
vessel top and the movement of irradiated samples from the reactor. The channel
transmits its signal to the A-D-A card installed in the computer.
4.

SOFTWARE DESIGN
The soul of every computer controlled system is its control software, if

designed properly, conceiving all probable situations and operating-conditions, results
in an efficient and an intelligent control system.
Before designing any control software it is essential to define a set of
specifications and list the objectives tru, software \z supposed to meet. The follow
ing sections describes the specifications and the functional details of the software
developed tor the control of PARR-2.
4.1

Design Specifications
Trie software has been designed to meet the following objectives :
1.

To replace the vendor's supplied software without making any hardware
changes necessary;
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To develop user friendly interface and reject operator input errors to
the extent possible;
To be capable to provide monitoring services on round the clock basis
and to provide any corrective action, if required, without human inter
action;
To operate reactor in different models. Each operating mode to have
its own limitations and an access control;
Reactor operation by an authorized operator to be limited to the
automatic control only with the maximum neutron flux

level of

12

1x10 nv, i.e. 30kW;
When operated by an authorized reactor supervisor, the maximum-flux
level to which the reactor can be operated is 3x10

nv, i.e. 90kW.

Both automatic and manual controls to be permissible in this case;
To make an automatic

preprogrammed operation possible,

when

operated oy a authorized reactor supervisor. A special privileged ac
cess must however be requirec!. The maximum flux level in this case
12

to be limited to 1xl0 nv, i.e. 30kW;
To provide an automatic pre-startup testings and check listing

and to

make it obligatory for any reactor startup;
Reactor shutdown documentation to provide comprehensive operation
statistics;
To resolve between simultaneously occurring abnormal conditions and
provide necessary warnings;
To critically damp the system to avoid unwanted power overshoots
during flux changes;
To include all the features of the vendor

f>

supplied software.

4.2

Organization

Broadly speaking the entire software package is divided into monitoring, test
ing and reactor operation and control sections. Modular approach has been adopted
for developing the software. The software is centered around an opening menu. The
monitor screen display of the opening menu is shown in Fig.5. The opening menu
loop around the following options :

1.

Reactor data surveillance;

2.

Prepare startups check list;

3.

Operate reactor in operator mode;

4.

Operate reactor in supervisor mode;

5.

Operate reactor in robotic control mode;

6.

Operate reactor using vendor supplied software;

7.

Quit to disk operating system.

Selection of any of the above options involves the corresponding modules.
The details of these modules are covered in following subsections :4.2.1

Reactor Data Surveillance
This module has exclusively been designed to monitor and log important reac

tor parameters when the reactor

is in shutdown state. The parameters monitored

include neutron flux, control rod position, core average temperature and gamma
radiations on top of the reactor vessel. Beside monitoring reactor parameters, the
module automatically instructs the control rod drive mechanism to move the control
rod to its full seated position if it finds it out by about 4mm. The reactor data is
logged in a disk file every half hourly and at time when it detects any abnor
mality. Upon detection of any abnormality, it displays the warning and generates an
alarm.

When operation of the module is terminated a printout of

all the

data

logged and abnormalities is generated. The screen format of the computer monitor
screen is shown in Fig.6. The module is designed to operate on a round the clock
basis and anyone can have an access on it.
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4.2.2 Startup Checklist Preparation
This utility facilitates the reactor operator to prepare the startup checklist.
The module asks operator for reactor supervisor and operator's name and for the
intended purpose of operation. It than instructs the operator to turn on " Reactor
is operating " light and switch on radiation monitoring channel. If reactor operation
through computer controlled system is opted, the module automatically tests the
movement of control rod drive mechanism and samples reactor data for one minute
against abnormalities. On successful qualification of the test, a flag file is genera
ted on the computer hard disk. This flag file is checked by the control modules
without which the reactor startup is disabled. A comprehensive startup checklist is
compiled and printed for the formal signatures by the reactor operator and the su
pervisor. A printout of the startup checklist is shown in Fig.7. No special privileges
are required to run this module.
4.2.3 Reactor Operation
The module is designed to startup and operate the reactor. There are three
distinct modes of operation, namely the operator, supervisor and the robotic con
trol.

Each mode requires special privilege to access and have the

specifications:-

Access:

Operator

Supervisor

Robotic Control

Mode

Mode

Mode

Operator

Supervisor

Supervisor
with a special
privilege

Operation:

Automatic

Automatic &

Preprogrammed

only

Manual

Automatic only

12

Maximum

1xl0 nv

3x10 nv

1x10 nv

operating

(30kW)

(90k W)

(30kW)

12

flux level:

8

12

following

Before commencing the reactor startup, the software checks for the flag file
generated by the system testing module. In the absence of flag file a warning mes
sage is printed and the operation is terminated. This avoids reactor startups without
preparing the startup checklist. In the other case the module asks for the iden
tification of reactor operator and decides the mode of operation.
In case the operator mode is opted, the module asks for the desired flux
level and starts withdrawing the control rod with a beeping signal till the desired
flux level is achieved.
If the operation is desired in the supervisor mode, the module expects the
manual startup as a default. Control rod movement then follows the instructions
given on the keyboard. If the automatic operation is selected, the operation is
similar to that of operator mode except that the maximum flux level is different.
Switching between manual and automatic control is possible at any instant.
In the robotic control mode, the software follows the reactor operation
schedule stored on a disk file and controls and shuts the reactor down accordingly.
Operating schedule comprises of control instructions such as startup time, desired
flux levels and corresponding clock time, flux changes and shutdown time, etc. In
this mode, the reactor operates without human intervention.
During the reactor operation the occurance of an abnormal condition is dis
played on the screen which is accomoanied by an alarm signal. Such occurances are
also stored in a data logging fife. When the reactor is shutdown the logged data
and abnormal condition are compiled and a shutdown check list is printed.
4.2.4 Using Vendor Supplied Software
While developing the new control software, the vendor supplied software was
also linked with it. The software may be invoked from the opening menu.

c

4.3

Computations
Beside carrying out reactor control, the software performs real time calcula

tion of important reactor parameters. This include calculation of nuclear and ther
mal

power,

coolant

mass

flow

rate

through

the

core and

reactivity.

These

parameters are displayed alongwith the process data on the monitor screen. Follow
ing sections describes the details of these computations.

4.3.1

Nuclear & Thermal Power
In PARR-2, thermal neutron flux is measured at a radial distance of about

165 cm in the radial beryllium reflector. The measured neutron flux is related to
nuclear power according to following relationship [2]:-

P = 3 x 10~
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0

...(1)

where:
P =

Reactor power (kW)

0 =

Measured neutron flux (nv)

Thermal power, on the other hand is related to the core outlet, inlet coolant
temperature

difference

and inlet

temperature according to

the following semi-

empirical [1,2] relationship:,

-»
(0.59+0.0019 T )
j n

...(2)

P =
-0.35
6.81 T;in
where:
T

j n

=

Coolant temperature at core inlet (°C)
Core outlet inlet temperature difference (°C)
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4.3.2

Coolant Mass Flow Rate

In natural convection cooling, coolant mass flow rate through the core is de
pendent on reactor power and coolant inlet-outlet temperature difference. In term
of enthalpy the coolant mass flow rate can be expressed aa:-

rh

=

...(3)
"out

"

"inlet

Where:
m
P
h

out

=

Coolant mass flow rate (kg/s)

=

Reactor Power (kW)

=

Coolant enthalpy at core outlet (kj/kg)

hinlet =

Coolant enthalpy at core inlet

To determine enthalpy,
software.

(kj/kg)

thermodynamic tables have been included in the

Knowing the temperature and reactor power, enthalpy and hence mass

flow rate is computed.

4.3.3

Reactivity
In a nuclear reactor, the time dependent behavior

of neutron flux following

a reactivity insertion may be expressed as:

t/T
'

= 0

t

=

Time after reactivity insertion

%
0
T

-

Neutron flux at t = 0

s

Neutron flux at time t

=

Reactor period

O

e

l /

0

...(4)

Where :

Eq (4) can be expressed in terms of neutron flux doubling time td as
0

=

0

fc

O

e <

l n 2

t d

/ >

li

or
t In2 /

td
The doubling

H0/O )

...(5)

0

time

is calculated by

measuring two successive

values

of

neutron flux and t i m e interval between the measurements. The reactivity is related
with the doubling time as :
I

6
+

1.23

td

Pi

0.333

/
i=1

1 +

| td

15
Y

i=7

-..(6)
1 +

j td

Where
P

Reactivity (fraction)

I

Prompt neutron lifetime = 4.6327x10" S for P A F ^ - 2
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Yield of delayed neutron in i-th group
The first

term

in the

parenthesis deals with

the six g.oups of

neutrons while the second deals with the contributions of

delayed

photo neutrons

from

beryllium reflector.

Since it is not economical to solve eq (6) in the real time mode, doubling
time verses reactivity tables have therefore been pre-calculated and included in the
software.

The

software

calculates

doubling

time

and consult

these

tables

to

evaluate reactivity.

4.4

Abnormal Conditions
Unlike the vendor supplied software, the new software is capable of handling

multiple abnormal conditions simultaneously. The code can recognize up to eleven
abnormal conditions and all of them can be resolved simultaneously. The abnormal
conditions and their set points are the following:Abnormal Condition

Set point

1.

Power Level High

A T > 26 °C

2.

Pool Water Level Low

Pool water conductivity <r0.1uircm

3.

Pool Temperature High

Pool temperature > 27°C

4.

High Radiation Level

Radiation level at vessel top > 2.5 mR/hr

5.

Control Rod Fully Out

Control rod > 229 mm-out and 0 >

6.

Pool Water Poor

Pool water conductivity > 5.1 yucm

12

1.2 x 1 0

1 2

nv

7.

High Flux Level

Neutron flux 0 > 1.2 x 10*^ v

8.

Vessel Water Level Low

Vessel water conductivity <0.1 u'icm

9.

Vessel Water Poor

Vessel water conductivity > 2 pucm

10.

Bin Power Failed

Pool temperature < 5°C

n.

System Not Linked

ADC channel -6 voltage <-4000 mv or > 4000 mv

n

These abnormal condition are displayed, with red background, at the bottom
left hand side corner of the monitor screen. The background of the parameter that
has exceeded the set point is also turned red. An alarm is also generated. At reac
tor shutdown and at termination of reactor data surveillance, the hardcopy of the
abnormal condition is printed out.
4.5

Pseudo Code
The control software has been developed in IBM Professional FORTRAN lan

guage. Control among different modules is. administered through Peter Norton's
BATCH ENHANCER which is also used to develop graphics and screen formatting.
The code shares the ASSEMBLY routines for hardware interface, with the vendor's
supplied software.
To understand the functional details of

the software a pseudo-code is

presented here. Pseudo-code is a design language which resembles a computer
program in its control structure, but where ordinary language is used for the
description of details. The flow chart of software is shown in Fig.8. The pseudo
code is as following:-

M

Title :

Opening Menu "

Start;
Display opening menu;
Loop till an option is selected;
Input option;
Loop back;
If option = Surveillance;

Invoke reactor data surveillance module;

If option *

Startup checklist;

Skip to checklist & pre-operation self test module;

If option *

Operator;

Skip to operator mode for reactor operation;
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If option *

Supervisor;

Skip to supervisor mode for reactor operation;

If option «

Robotic;

Skip to robotic mode for reactor operation;

If option *

Vendor;

Skip to vendor supplied software;

If option «

Quit;

Quit to disk operating system;

End of module.

Title :

" Reactor Data Surveillance Module "

Stare;
Format the monitor screen;
Initiate a loop;
Get reactor data from A-D-A converter;
Convert milli volts signals to engineering units;
If control rod > 4mm out then insert rod else stop movement;
Display reactor data on monitor screen every milli second;
Log reactor data half hourly;
Check for the existence of abnormal conditions;
If no abnormal condition exist loop back to continue the process;
If any abnormality exists, log, display warnings and generate an alarm;
Check keyboard for any new instruction;
If instructed to disable alarm then silance the alarm;
If instructed to quite then print log file and skip to opening menu;
If no instruction is given then :
Loop back;
End of module.

Title :

" Startup Checklist and Pre-operational Self Test Module "

Start;
Inquire supervisor name;
Inquire operator name;
Inquire approximate startup time;
Inquire purpose of reactor operation;
Request operator to turn on " Reactor is Operating " light;
Request operator to turn on radiation monitors;
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Inquire computer startup or console startup;
If console startup is opted then;
Request operater to switch control to the console;
Print checklist;
Else
Check if the control is switched to the computer controlled system;
If not then request the operator to do so t i l l i t is switched;
Get reactor data from A - D - A converter;
Convert milli volts signals to engineering units;
Log pre-startup reactor parameters;
Sample reactor data for one minute and log abnormalities if any;
Withdraw control rod and check time between 3mm out to 23mm out position;
Insert control rod and check time between 23mm out and 3mm out position;
During the test if neutron flux exceeds 10 times its initial value, fully insert
the control rod, print warning and quit t o the opening menu;
If the control rod speed is incorrect then print warning and quit t o opening menu;
If control rod speed is correct then print startup checklist and generate a disk file
signalling a green flag to enable reactor startup;
Return t o the opening menu;
End of module.

Title :

" Operator Mode "

Start;
Generate " operator " flag in a disk file;
Go t o " Operate Reactor " module;
Delete disk file containing " Operator " flag;
Return to the opening menu;
End of module.

Title :

" Supervisor Mode "

Start;
Generate " Supervisor " flag in a disk file;
Go t o " Operate Reactor " module;
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Delete disk file containing " Supervisor " flag;
Return to the opening menu;
End of module.

Title :

" Robotic Control Mode "

Start;
Inquire password;
If not authorized print message and return to opening menu;
Else generate " Robotic " flag in a disk file;
Edit a file and inquire startup/shutdown time, neutron flux and corresponding time;
Go to " Operate Reactor " module;
Delete disk file containing " Robotic " flag;
Return to the opening menu;
End of module.

Title :

" Using Vendor Supplied Software "

Start;
Invoke vendor supplied software;
Return to the opening menu;
End of module.

Title :

" Operator reactor module "

Start;
Check disk file for green flag generated by the checklist module;
If no flag present:
Print message;
Return;
Else
Inquire username and password;
Return if not authorized;
Format the monitor screen;
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Check for operating mode flag from the disk file;
If the flag = robotic;
Get neutron flux from the file;
Else
Inquire the desired neutron flux level;
If the flag = Operator;
Reject input if desired flux exceeds 10 nv > 0 M x 1 O

nv;

If the flag = Supervisor;
2

Reject input if desired flux exceeds 10'nv >0>3x1O nv;
Establish Servo band width = +_0.5% of desired flux;
Establish beep band width =

_+1.0% of desired flux;

Initiate a Loop;
Get reactor data from A-D-A converter;
Convert signals from milli volts to engineering units;
If measured neutron flux exceeds beep band width; Generate beep sound;
If neutron flux is one decade below desired level then withdraw control rod;
If neutron flux is within a decade below the desired flux level but below the
servo band width then withdraw the control rod such that that
( 0 . - 0 . ^ / 0 . <_o.004 is satisfied;
Insert control rod if this value exceeds;
Insert control rod if neutron flux exceeds the servo band width;
Stop control rod movement if neutron flux is within the servo band width;
Compute nuclear power;
Compute thermal power;
Compute coolant mass flow rate;
Compute reactivity;
Display measured and computed parameters;
Check reactor data for abnormalities, log and display warnings, if present;
If operating in other than robotic mode;
Check keyboard for instructions;
Else
Check the control file for further instructions;
If instructed for neutron flux change then;
Stop the control rod movement;
Inquire the new flux level;
Establish servo band width = +0.5% of desired flux;
Establish beep band width = +1.0% of desired flux;
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Return t o the loop;
If instructed to silence the alarm;
Disable alarm;
Return to the loop;
If instructed to shutdown the reactor;
Insert control rod into the core;
Print shutdown checklist when 0 < 10 'nv and control rod is •-'. 4mm
out;
Return;
If instructed for restartup before the shutdown checklist is printed;
Return t o the loop;
End of module.

5.

SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
The new software package comprises of number of sub-programs, utilities and

data libraries. They have been grouped and arranged in different sub-directories. In
order to install this package on a fixed disk an auto-installation program has been
developed. The program is available on a 1.2 Mb bootable floppy diskette.

To install the software, simply insert the install diskette in drive A of the
PC and reset the system for a re-boot. The install program will automatically start
creating the sub-directories and copying different

program

modules in

respective

sub-directories. After the installation is completed a "JOB DONE" message is dis
played on the monitor screen. Remove the floppy diskette from the drive and re
boot the system.

Before starting the installation it must be ensured that the fixed disk does
not contain any sub-directories named " C: PARR_2 ". In case it exists, it must be
renamed to avoid its replacement. Similarly AUTOEXE.BAT and CONPIG.SYS will
also be replaced and PC will be prepared t o work as a control computer,

6.

OPERATION
The following section of report covers the operational aspects of the control

software and may

serve as an operating manual.
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6.1

Command Description
While designing the software simplicity in operation was kept in view. User

friendly features were therefore introduced for the convenience of operator. This
include the online display of help and command description. In .all the modules, the
commands z e displayed in a manner so as to inform the operator what he is supposed to do next. All the functions are executed through the use of function keys,
F l to F10, and alphanumeric input is minimal. This avoids erroneous input and re
quires no keyboard skill from the operator. These commands are tabulated below:

Function

Survei

Operator

Supervisor

Robotic

Key

llance

Control

Control

Control

Mode

Mode

Mode

Mode

Help

Help

Help

Help

Flux Change

Flux Change

Fl
F2

(Auto)

F3

F4

Alarm Dis

Alarm Dis

Alarm Dis

Alarm Dis

able/Enable

able/Enable

able/Enable

able/Enable

-

-

Auto/Manual

-

Shut down

Operation

Reserved for future

F5-F10

F10

Quit

Shut down

Abort
-

Control rod

-

up (Manual)
-

Control rod
down (Manual)
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The software validates its input before any execution and prompts and the
operator for correction, if required.
&2

Operating Procedures
Since the software is menu driven, operation of PARR-2 is therefore very

simple. When the computer is switched on, an opening menu is displayed on the
monitor screen as shown in Fig.5. Selection of an option from the main menu in
vokes a relevant module. Before selecting an option it must be ensured that the
control interface is in switched on state for at least 15 minutes.
&2.1 Reactor Data Surveillance
To bring the system into surveillance mode select "U" from the opening
menu. The monitor screen will start displaying different reactor parameters as
shown in Fig.6. Reactor data will also be recorded on a disk file, simultaneously,
every half hourly. If any abnormal condition is detected, it will be prompted and
recorded in the disk file as well. An alarm will also be generated, which may be
silenced by pressing F3 key. In addition to monitor data the system automatically
inserts the control rod to its fully seated position if it finds it out by about 4mm,
because of any reason. To quit this mode press F10 key, all the reactor data re
corded in the disk file will be printed out and the system will return to the open
ing menu.
&J2J2 Pre-operational Self Tests
To enter into pre-operational self tests and check list preparation mode
select "C" from the opening menu. The system will ask about supervisor and
operator's name, approximate startup time and purpose for reactor operation. Sys
tem will then request the operator to switch on "Reactor is operating" light and
radiation monitors and inquires whether he likes to operate the reactor on computer
controlled system or he prefers to use control console. If control console is opted,
check list is printed out. In the other case system will automatically enter into a
pre-operationaf self test mode. In this mode first the reactor data is sampled for
one minute against abnormalities. If they are detected, necessary warnings are dis
played on the monitor screen.

The system then tests the control rod drive

mechanism by measuring the rod withdrawl and rod insertion speed between 3mm

?o

and 23mm. During this test if the neutron flux level exceeds 10 times its initial
value, the rod is immediatly inserted, a warning message is issued and reactor star
tup is disabled. On successful qualification of tests a startup check list is printed
out and a green flag

is issued for reactor operation and the system returns to

opening menu. The specimen of the startup checklist is shown in Fig.7.
6.2.3

Operator Control Mode
Select " O " from the opening menu t o operate the reactor in operator control

mode. If the green flag was generated by the checklist preparation module, the sys
tem will inquire user name and his passward. Incase the operators name is among
the list of authorized persons, defined by the system manager, the monitor screen
will be formatted and system will ask about the desired neutron flux level. Input
the flux level and press RETURN keys. Reactor startup will be initiated automati
cally with a beeping signal t i l l the desired flux level is achieved. To change the
flux level during operation press F2 key. Control rod movement will be stopped and
system will ask for new flux level. To shutdown the reactor press F10. A printout
of operating statistics and shut down checklist will be generated when the control
rod reaches below 3mm out position and neutron flux drops below 1x10

nv. Sys

tem then return back to the opening menu. The screen format and shutdown check
list printout are shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10, respectively.

6.2.4

Supervisor Control Mode
On selecting "S" from the opening menu the system searches for the green

flag for its presence. If the search is affirmative, system asks for supervisor name
and his password.

If

the supervisor

is authorized to operate the reactor,

the

monitor screen will be formatted and system will expect a manual startup.

The

cursor keys t and + are now available to move the control rod up and down. These
keys may be manipulated t i l l any desired neutron flux level is achieved.
In case an automatic operation is desired press key F4. The system will dis
able the cursor keys and will ask user to input desired flux level. Rest of

the

operation will be similar to that of operator mode. To switch back t o the manual
control mode again press key F4. To shutdown the reactor press key F10, the reac
tor will shutdown, printing the shutdown checklist, and system will return to the
opening menu.
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6.2.5

Robotic Control Mode
To operate reactor

in robotic control

mode select

"R" from

the opening

menu. After confirming the green flag the system will inquire supervisor's name
and two passwords. If the sup> rvisor is authorized to operate in a robotic control
mode a file wil! be opened. Supervisor may enter startup/shutdown time and desired
flux levels. Enter F9 to close th-.> file, the reactor startup will be initiated and
operation and shutdown will

follow

tl^

instructions

given

in the

control

file.

Specimen of a typical control file is shown in Fig. 11. The operation may be aborted
at any time by pressing F10 key. A t termination of operation shutdown checklist
will be printed and system will return to the opening menu.

6.2.6

Using Vendor Supplied Software
Selection of "V" from the opening menu invokes the vendor supplied software.

The monitor screen d»sp/ay of this software is snown in Fig. 12. The operational
detail of this software are covered in reference [3] and [4]. Following the shutdown
of reactor the system will again returns to the opening menu.

7.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NEW AND THE VENDOR
SUPPLIED SOFTWARE

The new software offers many new features not offered by the vendor sup
plied software. A comparison between the two may be summarized as following:Feature
i)

Vendor softwPit,

Operating modes.

Single

New software
Triple
- operator
- supervisor
- robotic

ii)

System testing.

Nil

Yes

iii)

Access Control levels.

Single

Multiple

iv)

Reactor surveillance.

Nil

Yes
- round the
clock system
monitoring

v)

Documentation

Nil

Yes
.. Cont. next page ..
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Vendor software

Feature

New software

startup

- checklist
- pre-startup data
- self test report

- shutdown

- performance
evaluation report
- checklist
- instructions for
operator
- general
instructions

Max. operating neutron
flux level in automatic
mode, nv ( Power kW ).

1x10 12
( 30 )

3x10 12
( 90 )

Reactor parameter
calculations.

a) Reactivity
b) Integral flux

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Parameters displayed

a) Neutron flux
- preset
- measured
b) Control rod
position
c) Temperatures

a) Neutron flux
- preset
- measured
b) Control rod
position
c) Control rod
movement direction
d) Servo error

- inlet
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
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- outlet
- pool
Radiation level
Conductivity
' - pool
- core
Integral flux
Reactivity
Reactor status
Commands
Abnormalities

Nuclear power
Thermal power
Mass flow rate
Core temp, difference
Servo error
Reactivity

e) Power level
- nuclear
- thermal
f) Temperatures
- inlet
- outlet
- across core
pool
g) Coolant mass flow rate
h) Conductivity
- pool
'- core
i) Radiation level
j) Reactivity
k) Commands
I) Reactor status
m) On-line help
n) Abnormalities

8.

CONCLUSIONS

With the new control software, features like on line help and menu-driven
operation make the reactor operation convenient and no special training for
operator
features.

is required.

the

Multilevel access provides administrative checks on control

An automatic

control

beyond 30 kW power

level

and

preprogrammed

operation is made possible. Surveillance and watch dog facilities prevent any abnor
mality from going unnoticed. Control logic ensures smooth transition from shutdown
to full power operation. A stability of better than +0.5% in neutron flux level is
achieved, which is ideal for activities like Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA), etc.
Flexibility in design offers expandibility to meet the future requirements.

;M
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APPENDIX - I
SPECIFICATIONS OF PAKISTAN RESEARCH REACTOR-2
GENERAL
Reactor Type
Enrichment in U-235
Nominal Power
Self Limiting Peak Power
Purpose

Tank-in-Pool
-•'90.2%
30 kW
87 kW
NAA, Research & Training

REACTOR PHYSICS
Thermal Neutron Flux
Inner Sites
Outer Sites
Excess Reactivity
Prompt Neutron Lifetime
Effective Delayed Neutron Fraction

1 x 10l?nv
5 x t0 nv
4.0mK (cold clean)
4.63x10 (Sec.)
1 1

-5

0.00795

CORE
Shape & Dimensions
Number of Fuel Pins
Mass of U-235
Moderator
Coolant
Reactivity Compensation
Core Life Expectancy
Core Loading & Unloading

230mm Cubic Cylinder
344
994.8 g
Light Water
Light Water
Adding Top Reflector
About 9000 hr at Rated Power
Manually with Remote Handling
Tool

FUEL ELEMENT
Fuel Material
Cladding Material

UAI -AI
303-1 A l , Aluminium
0.6mm thick
4.3mm Dia, 230mm
length (Active)
4

Fuel Pin Dimensions
CORE HEAT REMOVAL
Heat Removal Mode
Heat Transfer Area
Temperature Difference Across Core

Natural Co'nvection
13671 c m
20.5 ° C

CONTROL
Number of Control Rods
Control Rod Material
Control Rod Travel Length
Rod Drop Time
Control Mode

One at Central Location
Cadmium
230mm
1.05ms (total)
Control Console

REFLECTOR & SHIELDING
Reflector
Radial
Top
Bottom
Shielding

100mm Thick Be & H 0
H5O & Be
50omm Thick Be & H 0
Light Water

2

2

2
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APPENDIX-II
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE CONTROL COMPUTER

Model

IBM PC/AT Compatible

CPU

80286 (8/16 MHz)

Memory

1024 KB RAM

Mathematics Coprocessor

80287

Monitor

14" EGA Colour

Fixed Disk

20 MB

Floppy Disk Drives

1 x 1.2 MB
1 x 330 KB

Printer

Epson LX 86

SPECIFICATIONS OF ANALOG-DIGITAL-ANALOG CONVERTER
P-A Converter
Analog Output

4 Multiplexed Channel

Voltage Range

0-5V, 0-10V Unipolar
±2.5V, +5V, +_10V bipolar

Resolution

12 b i t

Linearity Error

1/4 LSB

Slew Rate

1.0V/50 uS

Settling Time

500ns

A-D Converter

Analog Input

16 Single ended channels or
8 differential channels (Equipped
with sample-and-hold amplifier)

Voltage Range

0-5V, 0-10V unipolar
±2.5V, +5V, JKIOV bipolar

Resolution

12 bit

Input Impedance

5 Mohm

Non Linearity Error

±0.012% FSR

Differential
Linearity Error

±1/2 LSB

Conversion Time

25 uS

Sampling Time

5 uS
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3SG
COMPUTER

CONTROL ROD
DRIVE MECHANISM

CONTROL INTERFACE

8
FISSION CHAMBER
CONTROL ROD

FIQ.1 BLOCK DIAGHAM OF COMPUTER CONTROLLED SYSTEM
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(START)

CHANNEL
SELECTIDN

START
ICDNVERSIDI

I

MREAD DATAI

NO/TEST STATUS
IF STATUS BIT=0.

READ DIGITAL!
DUTPUT

(

E

N

D

)

FIQ.2 DATA ACOUISATION PLOW DIAGRAM FOR A-D-A CONVERTER
:".)

SERVO MOTOK

ELECTRO MAGfJCT

UPPER LIMIT SWITCH
POTENTIOMETER

LOWER L'HIT SWITCH

DRUM
AUTOSYN EMMITTER
STAIHLESS STEEL STRI.'.'C

WEIGHT BOB

CONTROL ROD

FIQ.3 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISM
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CONTROL ROO DRIVE
STEEL

MECHANISM

FRAME
COOLING COIL INLET
COOLING COIL OUTLET

REACTOR WATER PURIFICATION
SYSTEM OUTLET

GAS PURGE SYSTEM
EXHAUST
REACTOR WATER PURIFICATION
SYSTEM INLET
COOLING COILS

REACTOR VESSEL
UPPER SECTION

OUTER IRRADIATION TUBE

INNER IRRADIATION TUBE

CONTROL ROO

TOP BERYLLIUM SHIMS

FUEL PINS

BERYLLIUM

ANNULUS

REACTOR VESSEL
LOWER SECTION
-

BOTTOM BERYLLIUM
REFLECTOR

(A)

CONTROL ROO POSITION SENSOR

(D)

CORE OUTLET TEMPERATURE SENSOR

(§)

OAMMA RAY SENSOR

(D

CORE INLET TEMPERATURE SENSOR

©

POOL WATER TEMPERATURE SENSOR

FIQ.4 LOCATIONS OF DIFFERENT SENSORS IN REACTOR ASSEMBLY
i1

r-L_«**£&*? + *#*'

PAKISTAN RESEARCH REACTOR -

2

'1

•**•• Please Hake a Choice ***
U
C
0
S
R
V
Q

Reactor Data Surveillance
Pre-operation Teste & Check List
Operator Control Mode
Supervisor Control Mode
Robotic Control Mode
Vendor Supplied Control Software
Quit to DOS

?/?

Press a Highlighted letter to select
y"

••J??//

FIQ.5 SCREEN DISPLAY OF OPENING MENU
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1

PAKISTAN RESEARCH REACTOR - 2
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.**.• R e a c t o r

Data S u r v e i l l a n c e
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!

IL__
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1
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Pool Water
Quality
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0.92

P Vessel Water
jj
Quality
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(1/MQcm)
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1

X'""i"

C o r e A.vf r a j r t
Tr'mp^r.'ti.ire i
( C;

I

1.3

!i

j
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Pre&s F 1 0 tr» Q u i t

FIQ.6 SCREEN DISPLAY DURING SURVEILLANCE MODE
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P A K I S T A N

H K S K A R C H

R E A C T O R

—

2

S t a r t - U p C h e c k - L i s t f o r Computer C o n t r o l l e d O p e r a t i o n
Operation No.

300

Tuesday, Jan. 0 8 . li*t-H

S t a r t u p Time:_Q9i.2C»
Purpoae: lieut t o n _ A ^ t i r a t i o n , A n a 1 y g i s
S u p e r v i s o r Name:

Alpha

Operator Name:

BCLLA

1.

2.

&„Radio-.igftlftj^-Pjaduglian

Operator pleaae_ ensure_tba&ir
1.1

V e s s e l P u r i f i c a t i o n System i s Wot Operating

1.2

Gas Purge System i s Mot Operating

1.3

Truck Entry Gate i s Locked

1.4

Console Power i s Switched On

1.5

REACTOR I S OPERATING L i g h t S w i t c h e d On

1.6

Alarm S e t - P o i n t s & V o l t a g e s of R a d i a t i o n Monitors i s OH

1.7

P r i n t e r Paper i s Enough

.

Erer5tar_tiu>_BiiactPr_Da t a
Ti* totn» Flu Clod
Power
Topratins
Imfkf hterQnlit? townc
lr:h:5c (u)
Pofitiot
(i»t
(*C)
feu
(1/tia)
lite
iu) tartar Tkrul UlH Outlet Wff. to) WD huel rotl (it/fc)
»»i0:24 iWl*Vt

3.

4.

1.2 9.0*

»08

15 4 16 6 1.2 15 2 I N

1(1

1.7}

0 92

Self Ta&t_ficj>ojrJk
3.1

No Abnormal condition observed during the sampling period

3.2

Control rod speed is measured as 0.1 »m/s which i3 Honal

Authorisation
After successful completion of the tests reactor operation is Enabled

Supervisor a Signatures

FIQ.7 PRINTOUT OF START UP CHECK LIST
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—OH
—©GENERATE

mm

GENERATE
|OPCRATOR|

GENERATE
|5UPERVI»0RJ

YES
AUTHORISED

NO

INVOKE EDITOR
TO PREPARE
OPERATING
SCHEDUIE

FIG. - 8

FLOW DIAGRAM OF NEW CONTROL SOFTWARE
( PAGE I OF 6 )

^ R O O X V_NO
POSITION
1

JVES
ROD
DOWN

STOP
MOTOR

|
DISPLAY
DATA

LOO DATA HALF NOURLV

VES

LOO PATA,
WARNINOS,
DATE
TIME

CHECK
KEYBOARD
FOR ANY
INSTRUCTION

VES

APPEND
HOURLY DATA
• WARNINOS
• COMPILE
REPORT

PRINT REPORT

$

•
(FIG.-e

PAGE 2 OF 6 )

FLAO-Ssi

«y
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INQUIRE
SUPERVISOR
NAME
INQUIRE
OPERATOR
NAME

1
I

•NUI>:SE
START UP
TIME

INOUIRE
PURPOSE

1

TURN ON "REACTOR
OPERATING"

i

TURN ON
RADIATION MONITORS

—©H

PRINT
CHECKLIST

A

SWITCH
TO
CONSOLE * ^ ^ T A * T U P ^

J^AUTEX
jMTES

1

CHECK
SWITCH

REQUEST

RECORD
PRE STARTUP DATA

SAMPLE DATA
FOR ONE MINUTE
AOAINST
ABNORMALITIES

LOO ABNORMALITIES
IF ANY

-••JROD UP!

CALCULATE
TIME
SHIM <RH ( 2 8

mm

INSERT
CONTROL RO(

-<£>-

PRI*T
CHECKLIST

OENERATE
FLAG

( FIG.- 6

PAGE 3 OF 6 )

REAO FLUX
ETC, FROM
FILE

CONVERT SMNALS
FROM M* TO
PHYSICAL
UNITS

CONFUTE SERVO
•AND WIDTH

to»%»o
COMFUT I I V
•AND WIDTH
11.0 % • »

(FIG.-8

PAGE 4 OF 6)
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(FIG.-8

PAGE 5 OP 6 )
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( FIG. - 8

PAGE 6 OF 6 )
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i|t Mass Flow
j i V e s s e l W*t<?rp |
ilfRste
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(1/MWcro)
III 1
ill
0.34
ii
0.8b
1!
i

l!

Thermal
Power (kW)
29.87

F o o l Temr>.
« *C)
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Temp.Dlff.

co
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L=
Water
ll/MQcnn

!
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i
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*activi ty
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0 . 001
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FIG.9 SCREEN DISPLAY DURING REACTOR OPERATION
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PAKISTAN

KESKARCH

REACTOK

—

2

Shut-i'own Check-List
Opera*ion Mo.
l.

'

Tuesday,

1

'an. OH, !'-':'

Pftxt'orjnaacfi.Jfyaliiat: ion l<ei?ort.

Tilt fcutrin F l u
8r:Jto:Sc
dvl
fc»;r*l r-r-ir-rJ
09:23:45
09:30:00
10:00:00
10:13:14

6.0S5g*C?
1.001M2
9.999M1
».»T1M0

2.

Qfifiratar.-

3-

3i!()

Serv; C i «
P.»cr
TeiferatiBW
Irtsr N i t i r s
it*;
CO
it) : » ) fcciar Ihenal Inlet Outlet Jiff. Pool

1.000M2 «»»« 1.2 0.00 0.00
1.000M2 0.10 168 2 30.03 29.91
1.OO0M2 -0 10 172.3 30.00 29 79
I.QO0M2-90.03 1.3 2.99 8 62

15.4 16.6
22.5 43.1
2 3 4 43.6
16.0 25.8

1.2
20.4
20.2
9.8

1.

Reactor key turned "OFF"

2.

Computer keyboard looked

3.

Computer monitor switched "OFF"

4.

Printer switched "OVV"

15.2
15.1
15.2
15.0

Ha»3 Floa Hater Joality Exposure
Sate
U/iQct)
Bate
(kc/s) fcwei Pool (i»/h)
0.00
0.34
0.33
0.09

0.61
0.60
0.61
0.61

0.75
0.76
0.75
0.72

0.02
1.58
1.63
0.06

Jteactmty
lik)

Statu:

<»<»« Prt-SUrwp
0.001 Komi
-0.999
tonal
«»«» Shat-Jc-wn

Gfixusral-UuitEuctiDnR
1.

Leave the Computer Processor "ON'

2.

Leave the f'.-ntril interface "ON"

( Operator
( Supervisor )
FIG.10 PRINTOUT OF SHUT DOWN CHECK LIST
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DATE
mm-dd-yy

TIME
Hours

09-18-91
09-18-91
09-18-91
09-18-91
09-18-91
09-18-91
ENDED

1000
1025
1045
1110
1310
lf.no

FLUX
nv

1.00E+11
1.00E+12
1.50K+11
O.d
1.00K+12
0.0

COMMENTS

1

Start up at 0=lxlO» nv at 1000 hours
Change to 0=lxl()i2 v at 1025 hours on
Change to *=1.5x10*1 nv at 1045 hours
Shut down at 1110 hours on Sep.18,91
Start up attf=lxl0»2nv at 1310 hours
Shut down at 1530 hours on Sep. 18,91
End of instructions
n

on Sep.18,91
Sep.18,91
on Sep.18,91
on Sep.18,91

FIQ.11 SPECIMEN OF CONTROL FILE FOR ROBOTIC OPERATION
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PAKISTAN RESEARCH REACTOR - 2
Microcomputer Closed Loop Control Syctem

£»

Time
Neutron-Flux
Ct rl Pod
TcKiperature Radia-• Conduct,
n/s/cm
Position
06--Mar-19 90
C
tion
1/M nciri
measured preset
inlet outlet pool ur/s pool core
Tue
mm
14::13:40 1.267E+08 1.000E+11 1.1
18.,0 18.1 16.3 0.08 1.37 1.33
14::18:41 1.257E+08 1.000E+11 1.1
18,,0 18.0 16.5 0.08 1.41 1.29
14::18:42 1.255E+08 1.000E+11 1.1
18,.1 18.2 16.5 0.08 1.42 1.31
14:;18:43 1.254E+08 1.000E+11 1.1
18,.0 18.0 16.5 0.08 1.42 1.31
14::18:44 1.240E+08 1.000E+11 1.1
18..0 10.1 16.6 0.08 1.41 1.30

Integral

Flux
n/cro2

e.eioE+n
8.811E+11
8.813E+11
8.814E+11
e.815E+ll

&

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -.1:*** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*
*
*

Manual Control Status
Data Are Not Being Stored
Period : 1 Sec.

*
*
*

Reactivity

=

-1.1819 mk

*
*
*

*******************************************************************************

Fl Auto

F3 Store Data F5

F2 Manual F4 Not Store
4 and J

F6

Neutron Flux t

F7

Period *

F9

Reactor Operating

Neutron Flux •} F8

Period +

F10 Reactor Shut down

Are Available to Move Control Rod (Manual) or Change Power (Auto)

FIG.12 SCREEN DISPLAY OF VENDOR SUPPLIED SOFTWARE

